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IN THE UTAH COURT OF APPEALS 
STATE OF UTAH, 
Plaintiff/Appellee, 
vs. 
CARL ALTON WINFIELD, Jr., 
Defendant/Appellant. 
Case No. 970130-CA 
Brief of Appellant 
STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION 
The Utah Court of Appeals has jurisdiction of this matter pursuant to U.C.A. § 78-
2a-3(2)(e) (1953 as amended). 
STATEMENT OF ISSUES PRESENTED FOR REVIEW 
AND STANDARDS OF REVIEW 
I. Issues Presented 
1. Did the trial court fail to make a meaningful inquiry as to whether or not a 
conflict had arisen between the defense attorney and the defendant/appellant which 
prevented the attorney from providing and prevented the defendant/appellant from receiving 
full and complete legal representation? 
1 
2. \* ;: is tin Def< 11 K lai it C; irl Winfield, Jr., deprived of his State and Federal 
Constitutional rights of compulsory process to obtain witnesses to testify in his behalf? 
II. Standards of Review 
1. This matter was objected to ii 1 a tin ic: 1> i nai 11 ier befc n e tl le trial • : < : i .1 t II le 
;. t, - u ! a n t appellant preserved the matter for appeal. The standard for reveiw ^ an abuse 
of discretion standard. 
:\i 'u withdraw alter the attorney Has 
expressed concern about h.* or IK: relationship v.ui. 'he defendant ic< a matter committed 
to the trial court's sound -; • I-M • ' . " > 
Utah Code JuJ. A J K : ^ . K4-b04(l^A; (stating attorney may Tioi \ di :v\ ^ .-•ur^ei K 
record in criminal case without court's approval); cf. State v. Wulffenstein, 1 < , ! » I " . ' i I I J i I I " I 
i 5 ' l Jv? i cuiidiii) ("Whether the accused's grievances with appointed counsel justify 
appointmeni of another attoniey is within the sound discretion of the trial court."); State v. 
Pursikii. < -, ih * a: :x)int a different 
lawyer for an indigent defendant who expresses dissatisfaction, with his court-appointed 
matter committed to the sound discretion of the trial court and will be reversed mil) tor an 
abuse of discretion") However, courts, of course, have no discretion to allow a violation of 
tl {\rU - i.vr . .. m^f . - to counsel. Id. at 274. State v. Scale, Case No. 96Q745-CA, 
108 Lexis (Utah Apj » "••
 ; 
2 
2. The defendant/appellant brought this matter to the trial courts notice on 
December 30, 1996, prior to the beginning of trial, during a hearing on his Motion to 
Dismiss which in part was based on the denial of compulsory process rights. The trial court 
ruled that it was the defendant's burden to see that the subpoenas were properly served and 
denied the motion. 
A trial court's conclusions of law in criminal cases are reviewed for correctness. State 
v. Thurman, 846 P.2d 1256, 1271 (Utah 1993); State v. Ramirez, 817 P.ed 774, 781-82 & n.3 
(Utah 1991); State v. Haves, 860 P.2d 968, 971 (Utah App. 1993); State v. Beavers, 859 P.2d 
9, 12 (Utah App. 1993). The standard is a correction of error with no deference being 
provided to the trial court. 
3 
STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
L Nature of the case. 
This is an appeal from a criminal case, the Defendant having been charged and tried 
on two Class A Misdemeanor accounts of abuse of a disabled or elder adult, and two counts 
alleging a Class B Misdemeanor of threat against life or property. 
The Defendant represented himself in a jury trial wherein he was found not guilty 
of one class A misdemeanor abuse of a disabled or elder adult, but guilty of the remaining 
three counts. 
Prior to imposing sentence, the Presiding Judge, Honorable Fred D. Howard, 
appointed attorney Jeffery P. Gleave, to represent the defendant at sentencing and file and 
pursue an appeal for the defendant/appellant. 
II. Course of Proceedings. 
The course of proceedings in this matter are as follows: 
On the 30th day of September, 1996, the Millard County Sheriffs Office received a 
telephone call requesting that an officer be sent to the residence of Mr. Carl Winfield, Sr., 
Delta, Utah. 
An officer arrived and questioned three people present at the residence: the 
defendant/appellant, his father who was a victim, and his grandmother, another victim. The 
officer who initially reported to the residence requested the assistance of additional officers. 
After an initial investigation by the sheriffs deputies, Mr. Carl Winfield, Jr., was arrested 
4 
without a warrant and taken to the Millard County Jail. He then appeared before 
Magistrate Ronald Hare on October 1, 1996 who set bail. 
In this case, there were three pre-trial hearings. Mr. Lawrence H. Hunt, an attorney 
residing in Richfield, Utah was appointed on October 10th, 1996, to represent Mr. Carl 
Winfield. It appears that there was an immediate confrontation between the attorney and 
his client. On that same date Mr. Hunt made a motion to withdraw as counsel which was 
denied. 
A pre-trial conference was held on the 24th of October, 1996. At that time, the 
defendant/appellant moved the court for a dismissal based on ineffective assistance of 
counsel which was denied. The defendant/appellant refused to answer the Court's question 
of whether he had stated he did not want an attorney. (Hearing transcript pg. 15). The 
court recalled that the defendant/appellant either didn't want counsel or at least didn't want 
Mr. Hunt (Hearing transcript pg. 24), which drew an objection from the defendant/appellant. 
The defendant/appellant was also ordered at this time to undergo a competency evaluation. 
On November 22, 1996, a Competency Hearing was held at which the 
defendant/appellant was found competent to proceed with trial. 
On December 5th, 1996, there was another pre-trial conference. The 
defendant/appellant requested that he be turned over to the U.S. Marshall's Office. He also 
requested that the matter be set for jury trial for the following day, December 6th, 1996. 
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On December 6th, 1996, the defendant/appellant requested that Mr. Hunt be 
permitted to withdraw and that he be permitted to represent himself. The court granted 
the request. 
The defendant/appellant remained incarcerated until his jury trial which began on 
December 30 and ended on the 31st. A jury rendered a verdict of not guilty on Count 1, 
guilty on counts 2, abuse of a disabled or elder adult, a class A misdemeanor, and guilty of 
counts 3 and 4, two counts of threat against life or property, class B misdemeanor's. 
In a motion dated December 31, 1996 and filed on Jan 2, 1997, the 
defendant/appellant requested that legal counsel be appointed to represent him in an appeal. 
Jeffery P. Gleave was appointed on January 6, 1997. He represented the 
defendant/appellant in a sentencing hearing on January 31, 1997. 
Mr. Winfield now brings this appeal asking that the convictions in the trial court be 
overturned and that he be granted a new trial. His Notice of Appeal (attached hereto as 
Exhibit A) dated February 28, 1997 was timely. 
III. Statement of Facts. 
On September 30th, 1996, a Millard County Deputy Sheriff, in response to a request 
from his dispatcher, went to the residence of Carl Alton Winfield, Sr. his mother Ruth 
Winfield, and son/grandson Carl Alton Winfield, Jr. the defendant/appellant, located in 
Delta, Millard County, Utah. All three persons were located inside the apartment when the 
deputy arrived. 
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This "incident" which was between the defendant/appellant and the elder Winfield's 
had begun the night before and had continued until the officer arrived. The victims (elder 
Winfields) complained that they had been held in the apartment against their will by the 
defendant/appellant since the evening of the 29th. 
Mr. Winfield, Sr. also stated that Mr. Winfield, Jr. also repeatedly told him that he 
was going to beat Mrs. Winfield to death while Mr. Winfield, Sr. was watching and then he 
was going to kill him also. 
Mrs. Winfield was 77 years old at the time of the trial. Mr. Winfield, Sr. is afflicted 
with multiple sclerosis (trial transcript pg 262 ) and utilizes a walker and a wheelchair (trial 
transcript). Mrs. Winfield testified that the defendant/appellant pushed her backwards into 
a chair which tipped over backwards and Mrs. Winfield was on her back on the floor, her 
legs in the air, and she screamed. Shortly afterwards the defendant/appellant grabbed her 
arms and held them forcefully leaving black and blue bruises on them. She also testified 
that he picked her up and shook her like a rag doll. 
There were statements that Mr. Winfield, Sr. was threatened repeatedly, that he was 
choked around his neck, that he was not allowed to leave the apartment, and that both elder 
Winfields were fearful of being injured or killed by the defendant/appellant. The elder 
Winfields requested that the defendant/appellant be removed from the apartment. Mrs. 
Winfield had wanted him to leave for quite some time but she had been unsuccessful in 
getting him to find a different residence. 
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The defendant/appellant was arrested at the residence and then transported to the 
Millard County Jail where he was incarcerated. 
On October 1, 1996 the defendant/appellant was brought before Magistrate Ronald 
Hare who set bail at $5,000. The U.S. Marshall had placed a "hold" on the 
defendant/appellant for violation of his supervised parole from a federal institution. 
On October 10, 1996, the defendant appeared before Judge Donald J. Eyre, and was 
awarded the services of the public defender, Lawrence H. Hunt, Esq. At that time, the 
defendant/appellant instructed Mr. Hunt to stay away from him and not to come near him. 
Because of those remarks, Mr. Hunt made an oral Motion for Withdrawal of Counsel which 
was denied. 
On October 24, 1996, the matter came before the court for a pretrial conference. 
The defendant/appellant moved that his case be dismissed for ineffective assistance of 
counsel. The Court inquired whether the defendant/appellant would like counsel appointed 
to represent him. Mr. Winfield, Jr. would not respond to the Court's question. (Exhibit B, 
Docket 10/24/96). No answer was given to the Court by the defendant/appellant. 
Winfield, Jr. provided information to the Court calling into question his current 
mental competency to stand trial. Based on the information supplied by the 
Defendant/Appellant, the Court Ordered a mental evaluation to be performed to determine 
whether the defendant/appellant was competent to stand trial. (Exhibit C) Finally the Court 
referring to the Competency Hearing, stated ". . . if the court finds that you're competent 
8 
to proceed then we'll take up the issue of whether or not you want Counsel, Mr. Winfield." 
(Hearing transcript pg. 25) 
The Defendant/Appellant wrote a letter to Judge Donald J. Eyre, dated October 25, 
1996, asking that the Court record reflect that he had contacted Mr. Larry Hunt and 
requested him to submit written motions which were presented orally to the court by the 
defendant/appellant on October 24, 1996. (Exhibit D) 
The defendant/appellant was found competent to stand trial on November 22, 1996. 
He also requested that his appointed attorney Lawrence H. Hunt, be active on the case. 
(Exhibit E, Minute Entry 11/22/96). 
A pretrial conference was held on December 5, 1996. The defendant/appellant 
appeared without counsel and requested that a trial be held the next day. The pretrial 
conference was continued until 12-6-96. (Exhibit F, Minute Entry 12-5-96). 
On December 6, 1996, the defendant/appellant appeared before the court with 
counsel. As of this date, the defendant/appellant remains incarcerated. There have not 
been any motions filed by Mr. Hunt, on behalf of the defendant. The defendant/appellant 
requests and is granted permission to represent himself in the upcoming trial. He is 
instructed that he will be held to all rules of law just as an attorney would. (Exhibit G, 
Minute Entry 12-6-96). 
The defendant/appellant filed a document titled "Order for Service of Summons" 
which is dated December 13, 1996 but bears a filing date of December 19, 1996. (Exhibit 
H ). The document purports to order a process server to serve five individual persons a 
9 
subpoena for the purpose of securing their attendance at trial and giving testimony for the 
defendant/appellant. Additionally, ti te defendai it i if >{: lellai H i: \ ittei ii.pl ing 1 o < )1 n \ lin cert .; lin 
telephone records from Millard County that he desires to use in his defense. The last 
Subpoena was served and bears a stamp on. its face with that information. Copies of the 
"Order . - i•/= Summons'' and the Subpoenas to individual persons are attached. 
(Exhibits, \ 
)n 
December 19, 1996. ttie subpoenas were then received by Dexter Anderson, Chief Deputy 
County Attorney on that same date. (Exhibit :U;\ wei e tl lei i foi , varded to tl le I\ lillard 
County Sheriffs Office, received by them on December 20, 1997. 
The defendant/appellant later receives the Subpoenas directed to Ronald Wodehouse 
rd 
( (uintv does not provide civil service outside of Millard C nuntv. \ tV is instructed to send 
charged by them. (Exhibit O). 
On December 30, 1996, witnesses for the defendant/appellant have not been served 
and they do not appear at the courthouse. Judge Fred D. Howard is presiding at the trial 
He learns that Millard County has failed to serve two witnesses for the defense and receives 
lin iiihpnrn.i1 lm Hi i incssi limn1 , mill III i d tin i n i iitm I liiilll! ml i «««n 11 i \ I Ink's 
Office which stated that it would be necessary for the defendant/appellant to contact Salt 
Lake and Utah counties and that there may be a fee for the service of process. (Trial 
10 
transcript pg. 16). It must be noted that the Defendant/Appellant was indigent at the time 
of the trial. The Court explains that the defendant/appellant bears the responsibility of 
insuring that the subpoenas are served. He explained that his alternatives are either proceed 
with trial or continue the trial to a later date. (Trial transcript pg. 20). The 
Defendant/Appellant does not want to remain in custody for much longer. (Trial transcript 
pg. 34). In stronger language the Defendant/Appellant states "I definitely do not want to 
delay this trial at all. (Id.) The Court indicates that since there is not a Motion for a 
Continuance, then Judge Howard intends to treat his Motion that was currently before the 
Court as a Motion to Dismiss. 
The State files an Amended Information. 
The State begins to present its case. Later that evening court is adjourned until the 
next day. On the 31st day of December, 1996, the trial continues. In early afternoon the 
jury retires to deliberate and approximately four hours later arrives at verdicts on all four 
counts. The Defendant/Appellant is found not guilty of Count 1 but he is found guilty of 
Counts 2, 3 and 4. 
A presentence investigation is ordered and Sentencing is scheduled for January 31, 
1997. 
The Defendant/appellant requests that the Court appoint counsel to represent him 
in an appeal. Jeffery P. Gleave, Esq. was appointed by the Court on January 6, 1997. 
(Exhibit P ) 
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The Defendant/Appellant is sentenced by the Honorable Judge Donald J. Eyre on 
I 11 Ml ll HI i I I " I ' l lilllii ( i l i p i i i ) i | | i , , f i l | . ' | b I n n II « I n i II ' ) II i ) i | ' ( l ^ x f i j l i j l ( ,1 |. 
This appeal follows. 
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENTS 
I. The trial court failed to make a meaningful inquiry as to whether or not a 
conflict had arisen between the defense attorney and the defendant/appellant which 
prevented the attorney from providing and prevented the defendant/appellant from receiving 
full and complete legal representation. 
The conviction of the defendant/appellant should be reversed because the trial court 
after being placed on notice several times about a possible attorney client conflict, abused 
its discretion in not conducting a meaningful inquiry with the defendant/appellant and his 
appointed attorney with the goal of making a determination of whether or not a conflict 
between them had effectively destroyed, eliminated, or prevented the attorney from 
providing a full and complete defense for the defendant/appellant. 
The defendant/appellant was not provided legal services he requested or which he 
may have been entitled to. Granted, he may have been the cause of the attorneys inactivity 
in this case. In fact, the attorney stated in open court on two different occassions that he 
had been requested to stay away from the defendant/appellant. Once, he asked the court 
to reconsider the appointment and the next time he stated that he had not contacted the 
defendant/appellant since the last court hearing because of his instructions to stay away from 
him. 
The Court did indicate to the defendant/appellant that the issue of whether he 
wanted an attorney would be taken up if he were found competent to proceed with trial 
after a mental evaluation. However, the issue was never addressed. 
13 
The court received a letter from the defendant/appellant indicating that hw iuu 
requested his appointed attorney to file several motions with the court but no motions were 
fill .( i f i .1 i 1 in - I i i n j i t the • clc iei idant '< mm ;lh n il re qi lested his < ippointed attorney to become 
active n1 his case. Finally, on December b. 1996, the defendant/appellant requested and was 
gi ai ited pei n lissioi i t :) i epi esei it 1 iliti lseif. 
Hie court had an affirmative duty to make an inquiry or investigate whether there 
was something between the defendant/appellant and the court appointed attorney that 
realistically made it impossible for the attorney to provide or the accused to receive effective 
legal representation. 
II. Was t:l ic defendant/appellant denied llic iiylil nl i ompulsory process to ohlain 
witnesses beneficial to his defense? 
I he indigent defendant/appellant while representing himself Pro Se, and while 
remaining in custody at the Millard County Jail, obtained, prepared, and attempted to have 
• • " - < ' l '• a : - • - - ' 1 1 
srvcu outside i>f Millard Couni- * iu I Mirth Judicuii District Millard Counn Clerk's 
r^ fficc : . a 
handwiitten note which stated that Millard County did not provide civil services outside of 
Millard County. He was instructed to contact Utah and Salt Lake Counties for the service 
but he was also advised that there might bi • < t fee :  f< )i tl i< it service 
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The defendant/appellant prepared a Motion to Dismiss based in part on the 
subpoenas which were returned to him. His motion was dated December, 13, 1996, the 
same day that he sent the subpoenas to the clerk for signatures. The motion bears a 
Certificate of Mailing indicating that Dexter L. Anderson was mailed a copy of the motion. 
Mr. Anderson is the Millard County Chief Deputy Attorney. (Exhibit R) At this point 
there was ample time to secure the witnesses for the trial which was scheduled to begin on 
December 30, 1996. 
The two subpoenas were never served nor did the witnesses appear or give testimony 
for the defendant/appellant. 
The notion that the indigent defendant/appellant may have to advance fees in order 
to have the two subpoenas served was in error but no one came forth to correct the error 
or offer advice as to how the defendant/appellant should proceed. Indeed, the prosecuting 
attorney Mr. Jim Slavens stated that he had no knowledge of the problem even though the 
motion to dismiss addressed it. 
Once notified of the problem with the service of the subpoenas, at the very least the 
State had an affirmative duty to notify the defendant/appellant that no fees would be 
required to obtain service of the subpoenas. Furthermore, the state should have explained 
that Millard County would pay for the appropriate counties for that service. Here the State 
did nothing. The matter was heard on December 30,1996, just prior to the commencement 
of the trial. The alternative offered to the defendant/appellant by the court was a 
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continuation of the trial date which would probably be at least 30 days. The 
defendant/appellant being incarcerated, declined the offer of a continuance. 
The Sixth A mendme* '; • me United States Constitution affords an accused the right 
of compulsory process to obtain witnesses testimony that nlay be favorable to his defense. 
I lei e, tin ougl i i: 10 fai ill: : f I: lis ow i i , the defendai it 'appellai it v 'as i n lall: le • tc • seci ire tl i :" t wo 
witnesses to testify in his behalf. 
The determination of whether or not the defendant received a ;a .. 1 not 
be determined based upon speculation as to what a jury's verdict based would have been 
with the addition of two witnesses and their supposed testimony. The determination should 
* • • ;it ..- m 
by the Sixth Amendmnent *o tru ' r ;ed States Constitutioi ':.is matter, it i^  cleai tlut 
• i s 
16 
ARGUMENT 
L The trial court failed to make a meaningful inquiry as to whether or not a 
conflict had arisen between the defense attorney and the defendant/appellant which 
prevented the attorney from providing and prevented the defendant/appellant from receiving 
full and complete legal representation. 
Marshalling the Evidence 
On October 10, 1996 Mr. Hunt was appointed to represent the defendant/appellant. 
Mr. Hunt requested the court reconsider the appointment stating that the 
defendant/appellant: . . . advised me to stay away from him, and he's refused to speak to me 
since that point." (Hearing transcript pg. 12) 
October 24, the Court inquired if the defendant/appellant had consulted with his 
attorney and was informed by Mr. Hunt that he had not contacted him because of his last 
instructions. (Hearing transcript pgs. 13-14) 
The Court inquired whether the defendant stated that he didn't want any contact with 
his court appointed counsel. The defendant/appellant did not answer either negatively or 
affirmatively. (Hearing transcript pg. 24) 
The Court denied the defendant/appellants Motion to Dismiss based on ineffective 
assistance of counsel . . . " because there hasn't been any assistance. You've basically 
refused that assistance." (Id.) The defendant denied that he had refused legal assistance 
and indicated that his counsel should have done certain things. The Court ended the matter 
17 
by s t a t l | 1 g l l ia t t h e m a t t e r W 0 U i c i | ) e addressed if the defendant/appellant was found to be 
competent. (Hearing transcript pg. 25) 
I e t t e i I .• In : Ige E> i i • dated 0< tn »l )ei 25, 1 996 I his lb 1:1 .< i i n :>t ifi M 1 the Court that the 
defense attorney had been requested to file motions. 
Noveo: lbei 22, ] 996 I vln mte • en: ni ] • ii idi : .at = s tt lat iefendai lt/s .ppellai it ; : i ll i l i k e 
defense attorney to be active on the case. 
D e c e m b e r 6, 1996 Minute entry indicates that the defendant notifies the Court of his 
*•• <sc. n e a s k s 
ncimiNsion limn the < KI to represent himself which is granted. 
!)C.A-: • !•. • .:: . . t's 
Motiu; . to Dismiss based u;* ineffective assistance c i v O ^ v i . The court round l i u : ^ 
defendant/appellant was competent, that he had a right to represent himself and that he did 
request the "withdrawal anu iciubdi ui in* prior previously appointed attorney." The Court 
also found that many of the arguments and issues raised were now moot . (Trial Transcript 
11"!" Id in 1 In i i 11 ill ill ii1, HI i in 11. 
ARGUMENT 
A n indigent defendant has a right to competent legal counsel to assist him. in his 
defense if he is facing a substantial probability that his liberty may be deprived. This right 
is guaranteed by the Sixth Amendment to the United States Constitution which provides 
" -
1
 t 3 I: lav e • :oi i lpi llsoi > pi ocess for 
obtaining witnesses in his fav or, and to have the Assistance of counsel for his defense." 
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Likewise, the Constitution of Utah, Art. I, § 12 grants the accused in a criminal prosecution 
". . . the right to appear and defend in person and by counsel . . ." Furthermore, our 
statutes provide the minimum standards of legal counsel for an indigent defendant. At the 
time of the defendant/appellant arrest and through his jury trial, the statute which was in 
effect is reproduced below. 
U.C.A. 77-32-1 (1953 as amended). Minimum standards provided by county for 
defense of indigent defendants. 
The following are minimum standards to be provided by each county, city and town 
for the defense of indigent persons in criminal cases in the courts and various administrative 
bodies of the state: 
(1) Provide counsel for every indigent person who faces the substantial probability of 
the deprivation of his liberty; 
(2) Afford timely representation by competent legal counsel; 
(3) Provide the investigatory and other facilities necessary for a complete defense; 
(4) Assure undivided loyalty of defense counsel to the client; and 
(5) Include the taking of a first appeal of right and the prosecuting of other remedies 
before or after a conviction, considered by the defending counsel to be in the interest 
of justice except for other and subsequent discretionary appeals or discretionary writ 
proceedings. 
In this case the defendant/appellant eventually represented himself at trial. He made 
several motions for dismissal based on ineffective assistance of counsel. His last motion was 
19 
for "acquittal" based on ineffective assistance of counsel. That particular motion was made 
• n i Dc '.cen lbei 30. 1/996 JI is! \ i: i< t I < 1 .1 x • ji u ;  ' I i i; il > « • I: i i '1 I ' g. u 1; ite i I I: ., it I : t i lii lg. 
The record is devoid of motions or pleadings (except ; in Appearance, Pleas, 
Demands, Request for Discovery and Withdrawal of Counsel IU.... by his court appointed 
counsel even though the defendant/appellant sent a luu,i
 v Exhibit D) to the Judge that 
heard the pretrial matters. That letter notifies the Cour ^nt the defendant/appellant's 
court. 
. re 
speculative, however ii i* Vvi) evidcii^ ^ai ..aeic die borne mental competuic) I^ SUCO whiwi 
should have been thoroughly explored The letter most certainly should have placed the 
• ' *
 j
 '
 r
 ' • l i s 
counsel or lie would nm iu, L receive! Mich A iciici I lie suiu ciearK raises an issue ahoui 
the deT r* : ; L 
n; October 10, 1996, the defense counsel made a Motioi l to Withdraw from 
representing t\. uerendant/appellant on the same day that he was appointed to represent 
him. . ivc Ducket indicates that the Motion to Withdraw was because of remarks that the 
defendant/appellant made to his attorney. (Exhibit B). 
T h e C o u r t d i d s t a d m i (In H * m i l in « )i i n l i n } I I ' N h (Ii HI iiilihri m i
 ( i M IIJ u l e t i c y 
evaluation the defendant/appellant were deemed competent to proceed the court would take 
jant/appellant desired counsel, (Hearing transcript 
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pg 25). The Order for Evaluation indicates that the defendant/appellant refused the 
assistance of counsel. That seems contradictory with the Motions to Dismiss and the 
previously described letter to Judge Donald J. Eyre. However, while the remarks made to 
his attorney do no appear on the record, the attorney stated in his oral motion to withdraw, 
that the defendant/appellant had ordered his to stay away from him and had refused to 
speak to him. (Hearing transcript pg. 12). 
On November 22, 1996 the defendant/appellant requested that his attorney become 
active in the case and had clearly placed the Court on notice regarding his Sixth 
Amendment rights. (Exhibit E). Evident is the lack of any probing or questioning by the 
Court about the relationship which the defendant/appellant clearly perceives as a violation 
of his Constitutional rights. 
On multiple occasions, the court was placed on notice that some type of problem 
existed between the defendant/appellant and his court appointed counsel. In State v. 
Pursifell 746 P.2d 270, 72 Utah Adv. Rep. 38 (Utah App. 1987) the Court while addressing 
whether a trial court has a duty to investigate whether there is a basis for a defendant's 
complaints regarding his appointed attorney, held that when dissatisfaction is expressed, the 
court must make some reasonable, non-suggestive efforts to determine the nature of the 
defendant's complaints and to appraise itself of the facts necessary to determine whether the 
defendant's relationship with his or her appointed attorney has deteriorated to the point that 
sound discretion requires substitution or even to such an extent that his or her Sixth 
Amendment right to counsel would be violated but for substitution. 
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In [|1JS ea^ , Jic COL —au:^ ma. Jit KM- would be addressed if Hit: 
defendant/appellant were found competent to proceed. I . JOIUHK..*- .: . 
question or otherwise conduct an inquiry into the matter and the issue of whether substitute 
counsel should have been appointed was not explored. 
show that (1) counsel's performance was deficient in some demonstrable manner so as to 
..!,. . . ;-,;v\ ... jjecti vt stai idai ci :: f reasonai iuyj ^ 
reasonable probability that but for the ineffective assistance, the result in the proceeding 
would have been more favorable to the defendant. State v. Butterfield, 784 P.2d 15? (Utah 
In tl le present case, the facts are that the defense counsel did not effectively 
i epi esei it I Ii ' > > ii lfiel :1 aft zi 1:1: i :' (3c!: :)bc: i 1 CI I I zm. ing 
While an indigent defendant has a right to have counsel appointed to represent him, 
uidcun v. Wainwright ^ * -o. J J J . 444--T.- t i n o \ he doe« not have a constitutional r'tnH 
iu a idwyci other than the one appointed, absent good cause. See, c c . United. States v. 
Young. 482 F.2d 993, 995 (5th Cir. 1973). Whether to appoint .- Juiercnt lawyer for an 
mdigt• f l - M •• - - ^ * • * 
has no constitutional right to appointment of a different attorney, is a matter committed to 
;nc - . _. . /ourt and \ \ ill be reversed onl> for an abuse of discretion. 
Id. 
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In this case, there is no indication whatsoever that the defendant/appellant was 
attempting to delay or impede a trial. Instead, on the 5th day of December, he requested 
a trial on the following day which is indicative of his not manipulating the Court in an 
attempt to gain a continuance. Typically, motions for substitute counsel are less likely to 
be granted when they would result in a significant delay or mistrial or would otherwise 
impede the prompt administration of justice. See Hudson v. Rushen, 686 F.2d 826, 831 (9th 
Cir. 1982), cert, denied, 461 U.S. 916 (1983). 
In State v. PursifelL 746 P.2d 270, 72 Utah Adv. Rep. 38 (Utah Ct. App. 1987), and 
citing United States v. Welty, 674 F.2d 185, (3d Cir. 1982), the faced the issue of whether 
there was a duty to inquire further when it received complaints regarding counsel from 
defendants. In establishing a standard of inquiry in the context of requests for substitution 
of counsel . . . when dissatisfaction is expressed, the court must make some reasonable, 
non-suggestive efforts to determine the nature of the defendant's complaints and to appraise 
itself of the facts necessary to determine whether the defendant's relationship with his or 
her appointed attorney has deteriorated to the point that sound discretion requires 
substitution or even to such an extent that his or her Sixth Amendment right to counsel 
would be violated but for substitution. Even when the trial judge suspects that the 
defendant's requests are disingenuous and designed solely to manipulate the judicial process 
and to delay trial, perfunctory questioning is not sufficient. 
In this case it is clear that there was no meaningful inquiry as to the basis for the 
apparent conflict between the defendant/appellant and his court appointed counsel. Had 
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there been some ouestioning desir - \ determine the cause of the conflict, a 
determination coy,..;,e made as to whether substitute JOU:.. ~. MK\. -
 r•• • -- d. 
However, since that investigation or inquiry is nonexistent, the standard announced in 
Pursifell seems to mandate a reversal of the defendant/appellants convictions. 
W h i l e '- n . i . ' > •- is 
available at trial was a defense based on diminished mental capacity, However notice must 
as amended). In this n latter, the notice was ne\ei iii-J and thus the defense was 
unavailable. 
Another error occurred when the defendant/appellant attempted to have two 
witnesses residing outside the county served subpoenas. \Ithough the defendant/appellant 
:-< *• thU- thai the subpoenas would have been served and that the witnesses would hau* 
be =M i a \ ailat 1 z t :» pi 01 • ide I: sstin 101 i> f : i 1:1: le accused. 
II. Was the defendant/appellant was denied the right of compulsory process to obtain 
witnesses beneficial lun U fen^e? 
The defendant/ap vhile representing himself Pro Se, and while remaining in 
I ' I 1 S ( 0 ( I \ ,„!! I l l f ( ^ 
subpoenas for five ii ; wo persons, Rnnalu ,\
 oC and Frank Maxwell lived 
outside of Millar , .. . ^ i uum. JUU.UC '**™t Millard County Clerk's Office, in 
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Fillmore, returned the two Subpoenas to the defendant/appellant along with a handwritten 
note which stated that Millard County did not provide civil services outside of Millard 
County. He was instructed to contact Utah and Salt Lake Counties for the service but he 
was also advised that there might be a fee for that service. 
The Sixth Amendment to the United States Constitution affords an accused the right 
of compulsory process to obtain witnesses testimony that may be favorable to his defense. 
The witnesses were never served. The Court offered to entertain a motion for a 
continuance but indicated that the trial would likely be continued for at least thirty (30) 
days. The indigent defendant had remained in custody and he did not want the trial 
continued since he would not be released from jail until the trial. Therefore, trial proceeded 
without his witnesses. When asked by the Court what the witnesses were expected to testify 
to, the defendant/appellant indicated that they were character witnesses testifying to the 
good character of the accused. It is also implied that the witnesses were credible and the 
victims were not. (Trial transcript pg. 22-23). 
Although not on the record the defendant/appellant explained that one of the 
witnesses, Mr. Maxwell was a long term friend of the defendant/appellant and the victims 
in this case. He understood the family history, their relationship and how the family 
interacted with one another. 
If the witness had testified that he was acquainted with the victims in this matter and 
that they were not credible, that the defendant/appellant was of good character, and the jury 
perceived him as being credible, it appears that there is a distinct possibility that there would 
25 
have been a different outcome which was favorable t- M-c defendant/appellant in this 
Ihc matter was brought to the Deputy Millard County Attorneys Office when the 
Defendant/Appellant nicu ;..., Motion to Dismiss Charges J . : : _ . . _n 
which bears a file stamp date of December 19, 1996. rhere is a certificate of mailing dated 
December 13, 1996 which indicates that a copy was mailed to Dexter L, Anderson, attorney 
I \ II11II ill I III-" || I I l l \ III 1 1 ! I I S Ill III1, I I n II" \ II II H I , I II III I I M i l "1 111 i d 1 V p i J t \ ( n i l l II 1 III" 
Attorney. 
.:.. .^iuiiu«;.. Appelant pro\ _M_ 
subpoena witnesses in his behalf. Although the State may not be responsible for assisting 
an indigent representing himself in a criminal proceeding, the note which was attached to 
Defendant/A 'Ihint that he would not have to forward fees in order to have the subpoena 
^ • ^ - . . . . . J U -o 
defendant/appellant desired to obtain witnesses from outside the count), the County shw^w 
have assisted him in obtaining the service of subpoenas if necessary. 
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CONCLUSION 
The indigent defendant/appellant was denied two rights after being charged with a 
criminal offense. The denial of those rights resulted in the defendant courageously 
attempting to represent himself in a jury trial without the benefit of counsel and without two 
witnesses that he deemed beneficial to his defense. 
Subsequent to the defendant/appellant's arrest, he remained incarcerated and without 
access to resources which further hamstrung him during his preparation for trial. Although 
his efforts were diligent, the lack of legal representation, and the lack of the two witnesses 
he expected to testify in his behalf, deprived him of a fair trial. 
This court should set aside his convictions and grant him a new trial along with all 
of the rights guaranteed him by the United States Constitution and the Constitution of 
Utah. j 
DATED this O day of February, 1998. 
/Jqraery/R? Cneave 
tornfey for Carl Alton Winfield, Jr. 
defendant / Appellant 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I. hvJK'by certify that a tn le and correct copy of the foregoing BRIEF OF 
DEFENDANT/APPELLA NT, CARL ALTON WINFIELD, JR.. was mailed 
following, postage prepaid, this 3^1 day of February, 1998. 
Dexter L. Anderson 
Millard Countv Chief Deputy Attorney 
750 South Highway 99 
Star Route. Box 52 
l.-tah (our! of Appeals Clerk 
230 South -Hi ha>t. Suit*. 400 
Salt Lake Cit\. I.'tali N4I02 
LdiA&C M. '.Sk'A6tete/i 
SECRETARY 
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ADDENDUM 
EXHIBIT 
A. Notice of Appeal 
B. Docket from 4th District Court / October 24, 1996 
C. Order Re: Competency Evaluation of Defendant 
D. Letter to Judge Donald J. Eyre 
E. Minute Entry from 4th District Court / November 22, 1996 
F. Minute Entry from 4th District Court / December 5, 1996 
G. Minute Entry from 4th District Court / December 6, 1996 
H. Order for Service of Summons 
I. Subpoena to Ronald Wodehouse 
J. Subpoena to Ellen Allred 
K. Subpoena to Chuck Stewart 
L. Subpoena to Roger Young 
M. Subpoena to Millard County Jail for phone records 
N. Inmate Request Form / December 19, 1996 
O. Subpoena to Ronald Wodehouse with note attached from Millard Co. Clerk 
P. Appointment of Counsel 
Q. Judgment, Sentence, Order Suspending Execution of Sentence 
and Order of Probation 
R. Motion to Dismiss Charges 
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EXHIRIT A 
n in m 
n U
: 
JFFFERA 1-. ULLA'V L (C>390) 
LAW OFFICE OF JEFFERY P. GLEAVE, P.C. 
Attorney for Appellar. 
195 North 100 East, Suite ..i> 
Richfield, Utah «1™1 
(801) 896-4424 
AL DIS'i Kiv ! • • - i 
ST ATI Of I ' I AH 
STATE OF UTAH, 
Plaintiff/Appellee, 
vs. 
CARL ALTON W * '• "'I 
Defendant/Appellant 
i 111 i i i 11111 11 
i 111111 i M I 11 i i \ i 
l l 'DGE DONALD F. EYRE 
Notice is hereby given that Defendant and Appellant ( ar! Alton Wmtield. Ir., b\ ™d 
th.rpMiih his attorney Jefft V Gleavc, appea 5 „ „; *ppc4i. 
. • ..-.. uwi; >w, ,^^i. ^ule^ L " "- Lidet re,1 P It \\:i!.: .. . • 
hna! indcnunr eni: i ,..„.; ;*c Lnirth Judicial (\urf, Millard Count\ St-.! 
•: ; : -J: <M- the 19th day of February ', - ' !*• flic honorable Judge Donald J. Eyre. 
DATED this ,^ ;J_ day of February 
\ . \ 
:l(lEl^RY P. GLEAM 
tdrhey for Defcndm' - -
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing NOTICE OF APPEAL 
was mailed to the following, postage prepaid, thisQ^Q day of February, 1997. 
Dexter L. Anderson 
Millard County Chief Deputy Attorney 
750 South Highway 99 
Star Route, Box 52 
Fillmore, Utah 84631 
Jan Graham 
State Attorney General 
State of Utah 
Criminal Appeals Division 
160 East 300 South 
Heber Wells Building 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84102 
Utah Court of Appeals Clerk 
230 South 500 East, Suite 400 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84102 
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D O C K L T EXHIBIT JL 
4TH DISTRICT COURT - MILLARD 
DefendanL Reference 
Page 1 
THURSDAY OCTOBER 24, 19 96 
12i04 PM 
COS Case: 961401116 FS 
WINFIEI ,D CAR I • A I -TON" J R 
48 51 WEST CORIANDER 
KEA RNS I JT 84] 1 9 
State Felony 
Judge: 
Charges 
Violation Date: 09/30/96 
1. DISORDERLY CONDI JCT 
Sev: MC 
2. ABUSE OF DISABLED OR ELDER ADULT 
Sev: MA Attrib: I 
3. ABUSE OF DISABLED OR ELDER ADULT 
Sev: MA Attrib: I 
4. THREAT AGAINST I ,IFE / PROPERTY 
Sev: MB 
Proceedings 
10/01/96 
10/07/96 
1 U , 1 I.I ' {Jh 
OTN #: 703 638 
7, - ; 2 
76 -5-111 (3 A) 
76-5-111(3A) 
; 6 5 3 0 7 
Bail 
3 0 C 
3 0 3 5, 9 6 
3 0, 3 ; , 9 
Case filed on 10/01/96 - Information. 
Notice of Setting 
ARR scheduled for 1 -~ 
NOTICE OF ARRAIGNMENT - MISD 
Judge ID changed frorr. :o DJE 
TAPE 1 COUNT 450. DEF PRESENT, ADv/lSh,D Or 
RIGHTS. DEF MOTIONED TO DISMISS DUE TO MI-
HE REQUESTED TRANSFER TO A MENTAL HOSPITAL 
SMD 
"in room 1 with C 
., ^ENA^ii AND 
JCT BY THE STAT? 
LAWRENCE H . HITJT 
O^ APPOINTED TO REPRESENT DEF. ATTY HUNT ASKEDTO WITHDRAW DUE 
REMARKS MADE TO HIM BY THE DEF. DENIED. CONTINI JED TO OPT 7-.: *v 
10 A.M 
CERTIFIED COPY EAST MILLARD JUSTICE COUR .' 
APPEARANCE, PLE/__ -_^ ~ ,Tr T: UTTNT1) 
VTD HUNT'S REQUEST FOR DISCOVER-
ARP scheduled for 10/24/96 di .. - _. — m "• wi-h DJE 
ARK on 10/24/96 was cancelled 
PTC scheduled for 10/24/96 at 10:06 A In r : on i 1 witl I DJE 
TAPE 1 COUNT 2595. AND 5457. DEF PRESENTED EVALUATIONS FROM S 
EVERAL DOCTORS. DEF MOTIONED TO DISMISS BASED ON INEFFECTIVE 
ASSISTANCE. HIS MOTION TO DISMISS READ INTO THE RECORD. 
THE COURT AGAIN ASKED THE DEFENDANT IFHE WOULD LIKE COUNSEL 
APPOINTED TO REPRESENT HIM. DEF WOULD NOT ANSWER. ATTORNEY 
ANDERSON HAD NO OBJECTION TO DEFENDATN BEING PLACED IN THE UTAH 
STATE HOSPITAL FOR EVALUATION AS TO HIS ABILITY TO ASSIST IN HIS 
OWN DEFENSE, DEF ENTERED A SECOND MOTIONTO DISMISS DUE TO THE 
FACT THAT THE TRANSCRIPT OF THE OCT. 10 HEARING HAD NOT BEEN 
PROVIDED. DEF REQUESTED A RULING ON HIS MOTION. THE COURT, BASED 
ON REPRESENTATION THAT THE DEFENDATN SUFFERS FROM MENTAL ILLNESS 
, DENIED THE MOTION TO DISMISS DUE TO INEFFECTIVE COUNSEL. THE 
DEF ORDERED TO THE UTAH STATE HOSPITAL FOR EVALUATION, 2 ALIENIS 
c 
c; 
SLS 
SLS 
MAW 
MAW 
MAW 
MAW 
MAW 
MAW 
MAW 
MAW 
MAW 
MAW 
MAW 
MAW 
Ml I I 1 
D O C K E T 
4TH DISTRICT COURT 
Defendant 
MILLARD 
Reference: 
THURSDAY OCTOBER 
Page 2 
24^ 1996 
12:04 PM 
WINFIELD, CARL ALTON JR 
COS Case: 961401116 
State Felony 
FS 
10/24/96 TS WILL BE APPOINTED. TO BE BACK IN COURT AT 10 A.M. NOV. 22 MAW 
DEF THEN DEMANDED THE RIGHT TO A SPEEDY TRIAL.THE COURT POINTED MAW 
OUT THAT THE DEF HAD, HIMSELF, BROUGHT UP THE ISSUE OF COMPENTEi: MAW 
CY. DEF WENT BACK ON TEH RECORD TO REQUEST COPIES OF THE TRANS-
SCRIPT OF TODAYS PROCEEDING AND THOSE OF OPT 1 0 BE PROVTPF.n T 
HE COURT SO ORDERED. DEF ADVISED THAT IT WOULD BE APPROXIMATLEY 
3 0 DAYS. DEF RETURNED TO THE JAIL. 6ol^f^ (M\(U^  ^ Va 
Citation Amount: 
MAW 
MAW 
MAW 
MAW 
Additional Case Data 
Sentence Summary 
1. DISORDLY CONDUCT 
2. ABUSE DISABLED 
3. ABUSE DISABLED 
4. THRT-LIFE/PROP 
Plea 
Plea 
Plea 
Plea 
Find 
Find 
Find 
Find 
Parties 
Prosecuting Attorney 
ANDERSON, DEXTER L. 
75 0 SOUTH HIGHWAY 9 9 
S. R. BOX 52 
FILLMORE UT 846310000 
Prosecuting Attorney 
SLAVENS, JAMES K 
7 50 SOUTH HIGHWAY 9 9 
STAR ROUTE BOX 52 
FILLMORE UT 846310000 
Atty for Defendant 
HUNT, LAWRENCE H 
195 NORTH 10 0 EAST 
SUITE #205 
Home 
Work 
Phone: 
Phone: 
Home 
Work 
Phone: 
Phone: 
RICHFIELD UT 847010000 
Home 
Work 
Phone: 
Phone: 
[ 8 0 1 ) 7 4 3 - 6 5 2 2 
( ) 
(801) 743-6522 
( ) 
(801) 896-4424 
Personal Description 
Sex: M DOB: 03/04/68 
Dr. Lie. No.: State: 
Employer: UNEMPLOYED 
Height: 5 03 Weight: 125 Eyes: BRO 
Expires: 
Soc. Sec. 
Hair: BRO 
No.: 529 19 
Race: W 
3735 
& 
EXHIBITS 
.ARD COUNTY DEPUTY ATTORNEY 
703 99 
\UKJ L J 7 4 3 - O . J ^ Z . 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
I!" I \ND FOR Mil I • k R D C O U N T Y , S T ATI-' i !i"I" 111 M l 
"\'i A I I ()l 111 A l l , 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
Defen 
I In, I 'fdeiiiLifii in ihc above-enti t led case having a a w ^ j urt during hear ings on 
the 10th of Oc tobe r , 1996 and again on the 24th of Oc tober , 1996 t h r * 
incompetant to proceed, and alleged he had previous ly been d iagnosed wi th a mental i l lness. 
*I£'.N * i-'wi-jiijant also 
having refused, the ass is tance of Counsel agakist his o w n interest , 'the C o u r t is satisfied that 
;::u ^ . . « . ., . jh t as to the defendant ' s competency to stand trial;, 
IHEREFOkL, i ' l l o n t ^ n* -RnFRF! s 
follows: 
T ' V 
6 
1 
1. The Department of Human Services [or specific examiners approved by the 
Department of Human Services] is [are] hereby appointed to examine the defendant and report 
to the court concerning the defendant's competency to stand trial. 
2. The standard for competency which the experts should address is that provided 
in Utah Code Ann. § 77-15-2: 
A person is incompetent to stand trial if he is suffering from a mental disorder or 
mental retardation resulting either in: 
(a) his inability to have a rational and factual understanding of the proceedings 
against him or of the punishment specified for the offense charged; or 
(b) his inability to consult with counsel and to participate in the proceedings against 
him with a reasonable degree of rational understanding. 
3. The examining experts shall in the conduct of their examination and in their 
report to the court consider and address, in addition to any other factors deemed relevant by 
the experts: 
(a) the defendant's present capacity to: 
(i) comprehend and appreciate the charges or allegations against him; 
(ii) disclose to counsel pertinent facts, events and states of mind; 
(iii) comprehend and appreciate the range and nature of possible penalties, if 
applicable, that may be imposed in the proceedings against him; 
(iv) engage in reasoned choice of legal strategies and options; 
(v) understand the adversary nature of the proceedings against him; 
(vi) manifest appropriate courtroom behavior; and 
2 
0 ii) testify relevantly, if applicable. 
in illlii iinpiii I nil lllln1 iiiiciiUl I .oiulri, in inn ill1.nil icl.ihlalioii, ill .mi ", in llic luiluic 
and quality of defendant's relationship with counsel. 
(n) if psychoactive medication is currently being administered: 
..neiiiCi su^' • * • ' * " "' """' 
competency; and 
fii> 'he effect of such medication, if any, on defendant's demeanor and affect 
;:iki i1 * itv to participate in the proceedings. 
2. Hie written reports submitted by the experts shall also: 
(*) identify the specific matters referred for evaluation; 
[v) descni - *\\- - ct-.l''." x *-^-> * * 
purpose or purposes for each; 
..\t , .. ,;osc:\au, _ , ...iJin^o, and opinions on each issue 
referred lor examination by the court, and indicate specifically those issues, if any, on wh ich 
the expert could not give an opinion; and 
- - :x: basis for 
the expert's clinical
 0_ and opinions. 
5. If an expert's opinion is that the defendant is incompetent to proceed, the expert 
shall indicate in the report; 
liich of the factors listed in 2. above contributes to the defendant's 
n i : o i i • • , ,-/ : % :} ; 
(b) the nature of defendant's mental disorder or mental retardation and its 
relationship to the factors contributing to the defendant's incompetency; 
(c) the treatment or treatments appropriate and available; and 
(d) the defendant's capacity to give informed consent to treatment to restore 
competency. 
6. Prior to examining the defendant, the examiners shall notify the defendant that 
no statement made by him in the course of any competency examination, whether the 
examination be with or without the consent of the defendant, no testimony by the expert based 
upon such statement, and no other fruits of the statement shall be admitted in evidence against 
the defendant in any criminal proceeding except on an issue respecting mental condition on 
which the defendant has introduced evidence. Such testimony may be admitted, however, 
where relevant to a determination of the defendant's competency. 
7. Counsel for the State shall forthwith provide information and materials to the 
examiners relevant to the determination of the defendant's competency and shall provide 
copies of the charging document, arrest or incident reports pertaining to the charged 
offense(s), known criminal history information, and known prior mental health evaluations and 
treatments. Custodians of mental health records pertaining to the defendant shall provide such 
records to counsel or to the examiners without the need for consent of the defendant or further 
order of the Court. 
8. The mental health experts examining the defendant shall provide an initial 
report to the court and the prosecuting and defense attorneys within 30 days of the receipt of 
this order. The report shall inform the court of the examiner's opinion concerning the 
competency of the defendant to proceed, or, in the alternative, the examiner may inform the 
4 
c o i n it in i • it i" »• • t! i it idditional time is needed *F — - jAdiiiuiaLion j the 
examiner luiuim* uie court that additional time is needed, the examiner shall have up to an 
" ""Mjnal 30 days to provide 'die report to the court, and counsel,,, The examiner must provide 
the court authorizes an additional period of t ime to complete 'the examination and provide the 
report. 
9. ' ::c i npetencj ' 1 leai ing is tentativ el;; • set for I "i ida* ' , 1:1 le 221: id • : f Nc > 'ei i iber, 
1996 at 10:00 a .m. . 
[liS da , wi October. 1996 
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EXHIBIT r 
IN THE 4TH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FILLMORE COURT 
MILLARD COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
STATE OF UTAH, : MINUTE ENTRY - NOTICE 
Plaintiff, : Date: NOVEMBER 22, 1996 
vs. : Case No: 961401116 FS 
CARL ALTON JR WINFIELD, : Judge: DONALD J EYRE 
Defendant. : Clerk: SLS 
(Jail) : Tape: 1 Count: 1109 
HEARING 
This case is before the court for COMPETENCY HEARING on the 
charges of 
(1) DISORDERLY CONDUCT (Class C Misdemeanor) 
(2) ABUSE OF DISABLED OR ELDER ADULT (Class A Misdemeanor) 
(3) ABUSE OF DISABLED OR ELDER ADULT (Class A Misdemeanor) 
(4) THREAT AGAINST LIFE/PROPERTY (Class B Misdemeanor) 
Appearing for the State is DEXTER L. ANDERSON. The defendant is 
present. Appearing as counsel for the defendant is LAWRENCE H HUNT. 
The court appearance after evaluation, the reports have been reviewed 
and found that defendant is competent to stand trial on charges. No 
further hearing will be needed regarding competency. Defendant asked 
to visit with his attorney. Granted. Case recalled. Defendant stated 
that he would like Mr. Hunt to be active on the case. Court scheduled 
the case for Pretrial Conference on 12-5-96 at 10:00 am. 
EXHIBIT P 
IN THE 4TH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FILLMORE COURT 
MILLARD COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
STATE OF UTAH 
PLAINTIFF 
VS 
WINFIELD, CARL ALTON JR 
DEFENDANT 
IN CUSTODY 
MINUTE ENTRY 
CASE NUMBER 961401116 FS 
DATE 12/05/96 
HONORABLE DONALD J EYRE 
COURT REPORTER TAPE 2 COUNT 56 i 
COURT CLERK MAW 
TYPE OF HEARING: PRE-TRIAL CONFERENCE 
PRESENT: PLAINTIFF DEFENDANT 
P. ATTY. ANDERSON, DEXTER L. 
D. ATTY. HUNT, LAWRENCE H 
DEF WANTS TO BE TURNED OVER TO THE US MARSHALLS. HE WANTS A 
JURY TRIAL TO BE SET. TO BE SET ON THE CALENDAR FOR FRIDAY, DEC 
6,1996. 
IN inE 4TH JUDICIAL DISTRICT Fl^uMORE COURT 
MILLARD COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH EXHIBIT 
STATE OF UTAH 
PLAINTIFF 
VS 
WINFIELD, CARL ALTON JR 
DEFENDANT 
IN CUSTODY 
MINUTE ENTRY 
CASE NUMBER 961401116 FS 
DATE 12/06/96 
HONORABLE DONALD J EYRE 
COURT REPORTER TAPE 1 COUNT 
COURT CLERK MAW 
TYPE OF HEARING: HEARING 
PRESENT: PLAINTIFF DEFENDANT 
P. ATTY. ANDERSON, DEXTER L. 
D. ATTY. HUNT, LAWRENCE H 
DEF. HAD QUESTIONS OP THE COURT REGARDING PREVIOUS APPEARANCES 
IN COURT. HE HAD A QUESTION FOR HIS COUNSEL. THE DEFENDANT SEEMS 
TO BE EXAMINING HIS COUNSEL. HE CLAIMS HE IS UNDER HIS 6TH 
AMENDMENT RIGHTS. THE COURT INFORMED THE DEF THAT HE IS STILL 
UNDER A HOLD FROM THE FEDERAL MARSHALLS.ATTY ANDERSON REPLIED TO 
ONE OF THE QUESTIONS MR. WINFIELD ASKED HIS COUNSEL.THE COURT 
DIRECTED THE DEFENDANT TO MAKE HIS MOTIONS THROUGH COUNSEL. THE 
DEFENDANT ASKED THAT MR. HUNT WITHDRAW AS COUNSEL AND HE WISHED 
TO REPRESENT HIMSELF IN THIS MATTER. THE COURT QUESTIONED THE 
DEFENDANT AS TO HIS UNDERSTANDING OF THE CONSEQUENCES WHICH MAY 
ARISE FROM HIM ACTING AS HIS OWN ATTORNEY. THE COURT EXPLAINED 
THAT THE DEFENDANT WOULD BE UNDER THE SAME RULES OF LAW AS IF 
HE HAD COUNSEL REPRESENTING HIM. THE DEF. WANTS TO PROCEED WITH 
A PRETRIAL TODAY, THE COURT EXPLAINED THAT THE DEFENDANT WOULD 
NEED TO FOLLOW CERTAIN PROCEEDINGS.THE COURT IS AWARE OF A LETTE 
R FROM THE DEF. DEF ASKED THAT ALL OF HIS MOTIONS BE SUBMITTED 
IN WRITTEN FORM THE COURT REQUIRED THE DEFENDANT TO SUBMIT ALL 
OF HIS MOTIONS IN WRITING AS HE ASKED. THE COURT WILL KEEP THE 
FILE AND THE MATTER WILL BE SET FOR TRIAL BY JURY. A REQUEST IN 
WRITING FOR A JURY TRIAL WILL HAVE TO BE SUBMITTED AND A DATE 
WILL BE SET.THE COURT WILL TAKE A RECESS TO ALLOW THE DEF TO 
SPEAK TO THE COUNTY ATTORNEY. 
CONTINUED: TAPE 1 CPIMT 1444 ATTY ANDERSON REPORTED TO THE COURT 
THAT HE HAD TRIED TO WORK WITH THE DEF ENDANT ON A PLEA BARGAIN 
AND CONCLUDED THAT NO AGREEMENT HAD BEEN REACHED. THE DEF STILL 
INSISTS THAT HE IS BEING RETALIATED AGAINST BY THE JAIL STAFF. 
HE IS AGAIN REQUESTING THAT HE BE REMOVED FROM THIS JAIL. THE 
COURT WILL NOT ENTERTAIN THIS REQUEST. MR. WINFIELD ALSO ASKED 
THAT HE HAVE ADDITIONAL TIME TODAY TO PRESENT HIS MOTIONS. THE C 
OURT DENIED THAT REQUEST ALSO. HE WAS AGAIN REMINDED THAT HE 
MUST FOLLOW THE RULES JUST AS OTHER COUNSEL IS REQUIRED TO DO. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF MILLARD COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
Plaintiff SUBPOENA 
vs Civil 
C A R L ^.OiiOFcetQ -jfc_. _. . .
 a / , I ^ J I I , r _ 
Criminal ^ , l u n ( l I ^ F ^ 
Defendant 
THE STATE OF UTAH TO: £ O f 0 ^ U D ^ 0 0 ^ 0 ^ flu,*.** *M>o*«. 
<^^ o r f q ( o | 
You are commanded to appear before the Honorable -y^p g~n P) \Ar>\^A£Q Judge of 
the Distria Court of Millard County, State of Utah, at the Courthouse in Fillmore, Utah on the 
^\Ox day of DtfOfc^Otrfijg g (,at the hour of °\\OQ P^VL then and there to testify in the 
above entitled action now pending in said court on the part of 
Tl4tr brrptrNOA^rf f Ag<_ * \ / K ^ \ r i r i r f^c. 
and disobedience will be punished as a contempt by the said Court 
WITNESS, the Clerk of said Court, with the seal therof attached, this n ^ ^ 
day of QjU±KhM A D - 19^> 
"T^pjdmJL /ArtltJ^j .Perk 
BK^oJt^ Deputy Clerk 
Attorney for C/\fLL- A. V \ , ^ , K ( Q-Cfc. pg-Q-SL | } JAN - 2 1997 
Address<r*g.gtjt.fiTrfW en <^cu*o& or STM(,-3/ , , 
Phone <roi -7 M "b - C^ e c t «u*><5*jr- ~ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF MILLARD COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
Plaintiff SUBPOENA 
vs Civil 
Criminal i^^ W 
Defendant 
THE STATE OF UTAH TO: ^ U U S f O A L U ^ E D . R M S I ^ A O O ^ S , 
You are commanded to appear before the Honorable ^~~(L£ft P n o v J A ^ H Judge of 
the District Court of Millard County, State of Utah, at the Courthouse in Fillmore, Utah on the 
/?*yn* day of f^ufrtQtfgL. . 19^6> at the hour of Q\ 'OOAM, then and there to testify in the 
above entitled action now pending in said court on the part of 
Thhr r>6-nr/j/vw77Y^bgi A. \J;,of,v-io <<L 
and disobedience will be punished as a contempt by the said Court 
WITNESS, the Clerk of said Court, with the seal therof attached, this _ [ J L ^ _ . 
day of fchMmh-er AD., itfj£g. 
T ^ V k W ( p W w .Qerk 
B ^ ^ ^ C f ^ Q & n S f l ? Deputy Qerk 
RECEIVED 
DEC 2 0 1996 
MlLWfflSxSbuNTY 
SHERIFFS OFFICE 
12/30/96 MILLARD COUNTY SHERIFF'S OFFICE 21£ 
12:17 Civil Department Page: 1 
Return on SUBPOENA 
Process Number: 3086 
I, EDGAR L PHILLIPS, SHERIFF, State of Utah, 
do hereby certify that I received the within and foregoing SUBPOENA 
on December 20, 1996, and that I served the same on the Witness: 
ELLEN ALLRED 
45 W 300 N OAK CITY, UT 84649 
Served on 12:00:00 12/24/96 by S Allred 
Served to Ellen Allred (Witness) 
44 S 350 E OAK CITY, UT 84649 
I also certify that I endorsed on the said copy the date of service, 
signed my name, and added my official title thereto. 
Dated December 30, 1996 
EDGAR L PHILLIPS 
SHERIFF 
BY: ddl/ASsl U)M ) 
Deputy 
EXHIBITS 
~
 rntD 
Attorney forrA<?< A . U K ^ . t F i O "3£ P&> S(T » . 
Address s r ^ go./r^ R„y Co f.u.i^(u: uT*. fr^'i/ 1 JAN ~ ^ 1997 
Phone fo / - 7</ ^ - ^ c y s 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF MILLARD COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
Plaintiff S U B P O E N A 
vs Civil 
C r i m i n a l s / * / o n \
 feFS 
Defendant 
THE STATE OF UTAH TO: C r4 U C \ ^ ^ f e ^ A £.T~ L * w r \<w vj |J *e?i> *r5 5, 
You are commanded to appear before the Honorable f l t e r ) D V\oi>mfcO Judge of 
the District Court of Millard County, State of Utah, at the Courthouse in Fillmore, Utah on the 
• 3 Q T H day of O t Zj£:>7/3e7£j9^ £, at the hour of Of '.qc~>/\ M., then and there to testify in the 
above entitled action now pending in said court on the part of 
and disobedience will be punished as a contempt by the said Court. 
WITNESS, the Clerk of said Court, with the seal therof attached, this / 9 ^ ~ 
day of L^CLmJhlA^ AD. . ISftU 
B t C ^ U A C y f c j f l K z n ^ n DeputyClerk 
RECEIVED 
DEC 2 0 1996 
MILLARD COUNTY 
SHERIFF'S OFFICE 
12/30/96 MILLARD COUNTY SHERIFF'S OFFICE 218 
12:10 Civil Department Page: 1 
Return on SUBPOENA 
Process Number: 3084 
I, EDGAR L PHILLIPS, SHERIFF, State o 
do hereby certify that I received the 
on December 20, 1996, and that I serv 
CHARLES STEWART 
34 SHERWOOD DRIVE DELTA, UT 8462 
Served on 14:30:00 12/26/96 by 
Served to C. Stewart (Witness) 
34 SHERWOOD DRIVE DELTA 
I also certify that I endorsed on the 
signed my name, and added my official 
Dated December 30, 1996 
f Utah, 
within and foregoing SUBPOENA 
ed the same on the Witness: 
4 
M Burton 
, UT 84624 
said copy the date of service, 
title thereto. 
EDGAR L PHILLIPS 
SHERIFF 
By: 7/9 J^Z??^Ca&) 
Deputy 
EXHIBIT /-
Aaoress<r*e.e<*)rr rv>x <?n F.u^p^-.a %^&3l J ^ - 2 1997 
Phoneyi --7try ccr<; 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF MILLARD COUNTY " ' -^P* 
STATE OF UTAH 
Plaintiff SUBPOENA 
vs Civil 
C A « - A 0„-f;_Li_ -3T. Cr immal___ U j | f c r ? 
Defendant 
THESTATCOFUTAHTO: £ o G E | 2 ^ ^ , „_ A C £ _ . „ u 
You are commanded to appear before the Honorable f^fcCQ D \AovJt\CD Judge of 
the District Court of Millard County, State of Utah, at the Courthouse in Fillmore, Utah on the 
^Ortiday ofpf_£^^KtZ, 19^4 at the hour of <^'nOf\ M., then and there to tesufy in the 
above entitled action now pending in said court on the part of 
-p - ( r D_nRrK)fM,xfT~ r.A£/ A. y V ^ ' c L p SH 
and disobedience will be punished as a contempt by the said Court 
WITNESS, the Clerk of said Court, with the seal therof attached, this M ~ 
day of A/Vnfl.falA^ AD., isf lk . 
*$^(>/^%fhf~tiM DepuQ' Ctek 
RECEIVED 
DEC 2 0 1996 
MILLARD COUNTY 
SHERIFFS OFFICE 
12/30/96 MILLARD COUNTY SHERIFF'S OFFICE 
11:07 Civil Department 
Return on SUBPOENA 
Process Number: 3085 
I, EDGAR L PHILLIPS, SHERIFF, State of Utah, 
do hereby certify that I received the within and foregoing SUBPOENA 
on December 20, 1996, and that I served the same on the Witness: 
ROGER YOUNG 
MCSO DELTA, UT 84624 
Served on 13:40:00 12/26/96 by M Burton 
Served to Roger Young (Witness) 
76 S 200 W DELTA, UT 84624 
I also certify that I endorsed on the said copy the date of service, 
signed my name, and added my official title thereto. 
Dated December 30, 1996 
EDGAR L PHILLIPS 
SHERIFF 
By: 77) £&<7&77 //2/2 ) 
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EXHIBITS. 
MILLARD COUNTY SHERIFF'S OFFICE 
FILLMORE, UTAH 
INMATE REQUEST FORM 
INMATE'S NAME (ZfrfcL A vJirJ^itLD DATE /£-/*)-<-l&> 
( ) GRIEVANCE ( ) MEDICAL (u^EGAL SERVICES ( )OTHER 
NATURE OF REQUEST ^C /j£i:O TV^f" G&U ,J7')/ s\T?cJf?«>± y 
afr.csr *Jn -ni£' roof' C^'trr-ro <z>'«/~k) Fo<c 
V , -, 
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Iff T h ' ^ f*3>JL& <<*#'+) T/J/S /$<rr*r;,«C-r- T^^T 
INMATE'S SIGNATURES^, 
ACTION TAKEN TO FUFILL REQUEST 
jAkerd OxJCr- Vo oPfitA^ OL* O 'C^ln 
OFFICER SIGNATUR: 
RECEIVED BY 
REQUEST 
3-95 
Attorney for C A / ? L A \ n ) | ^ ^ ^ ~ : * ^ / ^ ^ ^ EXHIBITS 
Addressgrft,e / e U i j 7 f CTf , ^ . CtlMl. /UJU^CC^- flMJUUdJ 
">* tor-TO. •*<•** a.^cu, o£ ^n,U^C 
IN THE DISTRICT COL & " f k P" f ^ L ^ 
Defendant 
THE STATE OF UTAH TO: • ? , - , , ,^ , ^ i - -
v ^ . r t o s t o r e s P ^ o ^ r . ^ . f f . u -3So V c ^ n , , ^ r ' ° ' V " V 
You are commanded to appear before the Honorable ^ ^
 n y\,^ ,-A<?rt r , l f W Q{ 
the Distnct Court of Millard County, State of Utah, at the Courthouse in FUlmore, Utah on the 
_ J U day of \ > Ofc^OtfXU9_j^at the hour of ^ o o ^ M . then and there to testify in the 
above entitled action now pending in said court on the part of 
and disobedience will be punished as a contempt by the said Court 
WITNESS, the Qerk of said Court, with the seal therof attached, this I Cj~L^L 
day of T)(£VY\k)0^ A n 1 ^ . 
_ BC^n^KJ y^phn^n ]v.rntvpwi-
- utFENDANFS" 
' EXHIBIT 
/ 
^rouirtk <UJL5trict C^ourt 
765 South Highway 99, Fillmore, Utah 84631 
801-743-6223 / 801-743-6923 (FAX) 
THE STATE OF UTAH 
plaintiff, 
vis 
CARL ALTON WINFIELD JR. 
defendant. 
APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL 
Case No. 961401116 FS 
The Court finds the above defendant needs to be represented by counsel in this case, but is without 
sufficient funds to hire one Therefore, the Court has appointed the following as counsel 
Jefferv P. Gleave 195 N 100 E Suite 205 Richfield, Ut 84701 
telephone (801) 896-4424 
THE DEFENDANT IS ORDERED TO: 
1. Immediately contact and consult with assigned counsel. 
2. Cooperate with and assist in the defense of this case. 
3. Keep assigned counsel advised at all times of an address and phone number, 
if any, where the defendant can be reached. 
Dated. January 6. 1997 )&&&*. 
Judge 7 by SS 
COUNSEL SHOULD BE ADVISED THAT: 
1. )( Defendant is being held in the Millard County Jail 
2. Defendant has posted bail by bond, cash or O.R. release 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the above document, with post prepaid was mailed 
to the following parties on January 7, 1997. 
Dexter L. Anderson, 750 South Hwy 99, Fillmore, Utah 84631 
Jeffery P. Gleave, 195 N 100 E Suite 205, Richfield, Utah 84701 
7 }&trr\cu Ow^n^i/n^ Deputy 
DEXTER L. ANDERSON #0084 
MILLARD COUNTY DEPUTY ATTORNEY 
765 South Highway 99 
Star Route, Box 52 
Fillmore, Utah 84631 
(801) 743-6522 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
IN AND FOR MILLARD COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
STATE OF UTAH. JUDGMENT. SENTENCE, ORDER 
Plaintiff. SUSPENDING EXECUTION OF 
SENTENCE AND ORDER OF 
vs PROBATION 
CARL ALTON WiNFlELl). JR.. #96-1401 1 16 MS 
Defendant 
An Amended Information was filed herein charging the Defendant with the following crimes 
COUNT til - ABUSE OF A DISABLED OR ELDER ADULT/A Class "A" Misdemeanor 
In that the Defendant, under circumstances other than those likely to produce death or serious 
physical injury, did intentionally or knowingly cause a disabled or elder adult, to wit; Carl Alton 
Winfield, Sr., to suffer physical injury, abuse or neglect, a Class "A" Misdemeanor in violation of 
U.C.A.§76-5-lll(3). 
COUNT #2 - ABUSE OF A DISABLED OR ELDER ADULT/A Class "A" Misdemeanor 
In that the Defendant, under circumstances other than those likely to produce death or senous 
physical injury, did intentionally or knowingly cause a disabled or elder adult, to wit; Ruth Winfield, 
to suffer physical injury, abuse or negiect, a Ciass "A" Misdemeanor in violation of U.C.A.§76-5-
111(3). * 
COUNT #3 - THREAT AGAPNST LIFE OR PROPERTY/A Class "B" Misdemeanor 
In that the Defendant did threaten to commit an offense involving violence with intent to place a 
person in fear of imminent serious bodily injur}', to wit; threatened to kill his father, Carl Alton 
Winfield, Sr., a Class "B" Misdemeanor in violation of U.C.A.§76-5-107. 
COUNT #4 - THREAT AGAINST LIFE OR PROPERTY/A Class "B" Misdemeanor 
In that the Defendant did threaten to commit an offense involving violence with intent to place a 
person in fear of imminent senous bodily injury, to wit; threatened to kill his grandmother, Ruth 
Winfield, a Class "B" Misdemeanor in violation of U.C.A.§76-5-107 
EXHIBITS 
I 
And this case came on for jury trial on the Amended Information on the 30th of December, 
1995 and James K. Slavens, Millard County Deputy Attorney, was present representing the State, 
and the Defendant appeared pro se and proceeded in that manner after having been advised of his 
right to Counsel by the Court. The Court duly impaneled and instructed the jury who heard the 
testimony of the witnesses, examined the proffered evidence and considered the arguments of both 
parties After deliberation, the jury returned verdicts of not guilty to Count #1 and guilty verdicts 
to Counts #2, #3 and #4 whereupon the jury was dismissed. The Court ordered a presentence report 
from the Utah State Department of Adult Probation and Parole prior to imposition of sentence. 
This matter came on for sentencing on the 31st of January7. 1997 and Dexter I. Anderson. 
Millard County Deputy Attorney, was present representing the State and the Defendant appeared 
together with his Counsel. Jeffrey P Gleave. (the Defendant having petitioned the Court for 
appointment of Counsel in the interim). The Court and both parties had reviewed the Presentence 
Report submitted by the Department of Adult Probation and Parole and the Court granted the 
Defendant an opportunity to make a statement in mitigation prior to imposition of sentence. The 
Court reviewed the file in its entirety and now therefore hereby makes and enters the following 
Judgment. Sentence, Order Suspending Execution of Sentence and Order of Probation, 
JUDGMENT 
IT IS HEREBY FOUND that the Defendant, CARL ALTON WTNFIELD, JR., is not guilty 
of a Class "A" Misdemeanor of Abuse of a Disabled or Elder Adult. 
IT IS HEREBY FOUND that the Defendant, CARL ALTON WTNFIELD, JR., is guilty of 
a Class "A" Misdemeanor of Abuse of a Disabled or Elder Adult in violation of Section 76-5- 111, 
Utah Code Annotated, 1996.. 
IT IS ALSO FOUND that the Defendant is guilty of a Class "B" Misdemeanor of Threat 
2 
Against Life or Property in violation of Section 76-5-107, Utah Code Annotated, 1996. 
IT IS FURTHER FOUND that the Defendant is guilty of a Class "B" Misdemeanor of Threat 
Against Life or Property in violation of Section 76-5-107, Utah Code Annotated, 1996. 
SENTENCE 
ORDER SUSPENDING 
EXECUTION OF SENTENCE 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Defendant, CARL ALTON WTNFIELD, JR., serve a 
term of incarceration of ONE (1) YEAR in the Millard Count} Jail. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the execution on the foregoing sentence is stayed and the 
same suspended upon the Defendant's successful completion of the probation imposed below. 
ORDER OF PROBATION 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Defendant, CARL ALTON WINFIELD. JR., be placed 
on probation for a term of Thirty-six (36) Months under the supervision of the Utah State 
Department of Adult Probation and Parole under the following terms and conditions: 
1 That the Defendant sign an agreement of probation with the Utah State Department of 
Adult Probation and Parole and strictly abide by the terms aqd conditions contained therein. 
2. That the Defendant report to the Court and th£ Department of Adult Probation and Parole 
as directed and keep both advised of his current address at aU times. 
3. That the Defendant refrain from committing any further law violations whether federal, 
state or municipal. 
4. That the Defendant serve a term of incarceration of FrVE (5) MONTHS in the Millard 
County Jail with credit for time heretofore served by the Defendant in connection with this case. 
After the Defendant has satisfied this probation condition, he may be released to federal authorities 
3 
per their current hold on him. 
5. That the Defendant pay a fine in the amount of Four Hundred dollars ($400.00) or in lieu 
thereof, the Defendant may elect to serve Eighty (80) hours of community service at the direction 
of his supervising probation agent. The Defendant is to pay said debt on a schedule approved by the 
Department of Adult Probation and Parole. 
6. That the Defendant refrain from ANY contact with the victims in this matter, Ruth 
Winfield, Carl Alton Winfield, Sr. and Dana Winfield Kesler, either directly or through a third party. 
The Defendant is to refrain from am contact with these persons whether in person, by phone or in 
writing 
7. That the Defendant waive his Fourth and Fourteenth Amendment rights of search and 
seizure and submit his person, his bodily fluids, his personal belongings, his domicile and any 
vehicle in his control to search and seizure by law enforcement personnel 
8. That the Defendant obtain and maintain full-time gainful employment or enroll in an 
education course or a combination of both so a^  to constitute full-time employment. 
DATED this jGf day of February', 1997. 
K /7/K ' 
Donald J. Eyre / J / j y ^ ^ ^ - ^ V > < • ? . 
DISTRICT COURT njfftwr 4y ;!*t§Hi'v ,-J."\ ' ^> I I   JUQ0E' / - > t 
I hereby certify that I mailed a true and correct copy of the foregoS^uSggjg^^er^ence, 
Order Suspending Execution of Sentence and Order of Probation in the UmteaSlat^a^fefil:,postage 
prepaid, this \2jh day of February, 1997 to Jeffrey P. Gleave, Attorney for the Defendant, 195 
North 100 East, suite 205, Richfield, Utah 84701. 
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